Sensitivity of Acoustic Emission Triggering to Small Pore Pressure Cycling Perturbations During Brittle Creep
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Abstract Fluid-induced stress perturbations in the crust at seismogenic depths caused by sources such as tidal or seasonal loading may trigger earthquakes. We investigate the role of small periodic pore pressure ($P_p$) perturbations in rupture nucleation by performing laboratory triaxial creep experiments on Fontainebleau sandstone, saturated in water, under sinusoidal $P_p$ variations. Results show that recorded acoustic emissions (AEs) correlate with $P_p$ as the rock approaches failure. More interestingly, AEs occur significantly more when $P_p$ is decreasing, that is, when strain rate is maximum with a progressive increase of $P_p$-AEs correlation in time as the rock approaches failure. This suggests that the correlation of small stress perturbations and AEs not only depends on $P_p$ amplitude but also on the criticality of the rock. Observations at the laboratory scale support field observations where tidal loading may have modulated seismic rates during the nucleation phase of the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman and 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquakes.

1. Introduction

While regional stresses may remain below the frictional strength of faults for periods of decades to centuries, fluid-induced transient stress perturbations may initiate significant slip on a fault. In the Earth's crust, at seismogenic depths, transient changes in stress can be caused by various sources, and their role in earthquake triggering is key to a better understanding of the seismic cycle. Among them, fluid sources have attracted much interest over the past decades such as (1) anthropogenic activities (reservoir-filling, fluid injection, or withdrawal; Amos et al., 2014; McGarr et al., 2002; Talwani, 1998; van der Elst et al., 2013), (2) solid Earth tides and ocean loading (Cochran et al., 2004; Ide & Tanaka, 2014; Métivier et al., 2009. Tanaka et al., 2002, 2004; Thomas et al., 2012), (3) deglaciation unloading (Dahl-Jensen et al., 2010; Sauber & Molnia, 2004), (4) seasonal variations in continental water storage (Ader & Avouac, 2013; Bollinger et al., 2007; Bettinelli et al., 2008; Christiansen et al., 2005; Craig et al., 2017; Johnson et al., 2017; Heki, 2003), and (5) magmatic fluid pressurizations and volcanic unrest (Chouet, 1996; Fazio et al., 2017; Hill et al., 2002; Manga & Brodsky, 2006; McNutt, 1996; Savage & Cockerham, 1984)

Mechanisms involved in slip initiation on faults by short-term small stress variations, as well as the time evolution of a fault strength under such conditions, are poorly understood. Particularly, the role of periodic stress perturbations (tidal loading and seasonal continental water variations) in triggering or modulating efficiently seismicity remains a debated question (Vidale et al., 1998). Interestingly, Dieterich (1992) proposed that short-period stress transients are not effective at triggering earthquakes if they occur faster than nucleation times. Lockner and Beeler (1999) estimated an earthquake nucleation time close to a year by scaling results from stick slip rock mechanics experiments, where granite samples were periodically deformed in a triaxial apparatus. Later on, the authors used this estimate to explain the poor correlation between tidal loading and earthquakes (Beeler & Lockner, 2003). However, several robust studies showed a statistically significant correlation between Earth and Moon tides and earthquakes (Cochran et al., 2004; Ide & Tanaka, 2014; Métivier et al., 2009; Rydelek et al., 1988; Thomas et al., 2012) and even at higher frequencies between dynamic triggering from seismic waves and earthquakes...
In addition to the loading frequency and amplitude of transient periodic perturbations, the state of stress of a fault may play an important role in its sensitivity to short-term small stress variations as suggested by the observation of an increase in correlation between tidal loading and seismicity localized in nucleation zones of large earthquakes: the Sumatra megathrust earthquakes of 26 December 2004 (Mw 9.0), 28 March 2005 (Mw 8.6), and 12 September 2007 (Mw 8.5; Tanaka, 2010), and the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake (Mw 9.1; Tanaka, 2012). Faults in a critical state should be sensitive to small stress perturbations that may contribute, when added to a high preexisting stress, to failure, and, on the contrary, faults far from failure would be insensitive to small periodic loading. In order to address this issue, we deform Fontainebleau sandstone samples in the laboratory. Rock samples are loaded at constant stress in brittle creep conditions (or static fatigue in the engineering literature) to simulate tectonic loading, combined with small sinusoidal pore pressure (Pp) variations of controlled amplitudes, analogous to tides or seasonal loading. Our experimental setup aims at testing the influence of small periodic stress perturbations on shear fracture nucleation at in situ pressure conditions. In particular, we monitor the triggering of acoustic emissions (AEs) that precede shear failure of brittle rock samples, as a function of the amplitude of periodic stress perturbation and the general stress state of the rock under brittle creep deformation. In section 2, we describe the sample preparation and experimental setup used in our study. In section 3, we present experimental observations of deformation and AEs occurrence from both constant strain rate and pore pressure stress-cycling experiments with various amplitudes and the associated AEs records. Finally, in section 4, we discuss experimental results and their potential implications on large-scale field observations.

2. Experimental Setup and Testing Conditions

2.1. Material and Sample Preparation

Samples used in this study are part of a single block of Fontainebleau sandstone (France), formed of pure quartz grains that are well sorted and have a nearly uniform grain size of around 250 μm (Bourbie & Zinszner, 1985), isotropic, with 7% porosity. Cylindrical samples are cored in the block, with a diameter of 40 mm and a mean length of 86 mm, end-polished with a 5-μm precision to assure parallel cuts, and dried. We glued two pairs of strain gauges (radial and axial) on opposite sides of the sample (supporting information Figure S1a). Rock samples are then placed in a neoprene jacked to ensure impermeability to confining oil. Jackets are drilled to glue 16 acoustic sensors directly on the sample's surface (supporting information Figure S1b). Acoustic sensors are piezoceramic transducers (PZTs) made of a piezoelectric crystal sensitive to P waves (normal to the sample-sensor surface), mounted on a brass holder. Once the sensors are glued, a soft glue around the PZTs ensures the jacket impermeability. PZTs are distributed on five lines, with two to five sensors (supporting information Figure S1c). Finally, the sample is placed dried inside the pressure vessel and then saturated in the apparatus. More information about this experimental setup can be found in Brantut et al. (2011).

2.2. Experimental Setup

We run experiments in an externally heated triaxial cell which uses oil as the pressure medium located at the École Normale Supérieure (Brantut et al., 2011). Volumetric servo-pumps control the confining pressure $P_c$, measured by a pressure transducer with an accuracy of 1 kPa. The axial stress is controlled by an independent piston and volumetric servo-pump (up to 680 MPa on a 40-mm diameter sample).

Axial deformation of rock samples is measured by averaging three eddy current sensors fixed at the bottom end of the cell, with a precision of 0.3 μm. Deformation measurements are corrected for the deformation of the apparatus itself. All our experiments are run at a controlled temperature of 35 °C using the external heating system surrounding the vessel, consisting in a silicone heated sleeve around the vessel. The temperature is recorded with two thermocouples.

We use a double microvolumetric pump to impose a pore pressure within the sample. The pump is made of two separate pistons, running together or independently. During our experiments, the two pumps are connected to the two entrance points of the pore fluid pressure network. Either the pumps receive fluid that is discharged by the system or, if the pore pressure decreases, they inject fluid into the sample. We record pore pressure variations within the sample using a sensor located at its bottom. We also use pumps to control oscillations of pore pressure using an automated schedule of injecting and receiving fluid of the two pumps.

Acoustic sensors in the vessel are connected to the outside by 16 high-voltage coaxial wires, plugged into high-frequency 40-dB amplifiers with two distinct outputs. A trigger logic insures that signals above a certain
Figure 1. Differential stress (blue) and axial strain (red) as a function of elapsed time during the last differential stress step prior to failure for (a) Experiment 1, where the pore pressure is constant at 5 MPa, and (b) Experiment 2 and (c) Experiment 3 where the pore pressure is a periodic function with period $T_p = 244$ s and amplitude of $5 \pm 2.5$ and $5 \pm 0.5$ MPa, respectively.
threshold amplitude on a given number of channels are recorded on the oscilloscopes at 50-MHz sampling rate. In our case, to ensure catalog completeness, the trigger logic was set relatively high (three channels above 300 mV during a 5-ms window).

Local strains are measured using two pairs of strain gauges (axial and radial). Stresses and strains are recorded at 1-Hz frequency through a dedicated interface. In addition, global axial strains are determined by measuring the total displacement of the piston.

2.3. Experimental Conditions

We deform rock samples under brittle creep conditions, that is, under a long-term constant stress, below the short-term failure stress of the material, by increasing axial stress by steps (supporting information Figure S2), and under constant or oscillating pore pressure. All experiments were conducted at a regulated temperature of 35 °C and a constant 35-MPa confining pressure.

For bulk rock deforming under brittle creep conditions, deformation is a nonlinear function of time (Main, 2000; Main et al., 1993) exhibiting a bimodal behavior in a time-axial strain plane. The function exhibits a two-stage creep curve likely representing the product of a decelerating creep phase followed by an accelerating creep phase until rock failure (Figure 1). This deformation mode has been largely experimentally observed (Baud & Meredith, 1997; Brantut et al., 2013; Lockner, 1993; Main, 2000).

In addition to classical brittle creep conditions, we run experiments under controlled pore pressure conditions: Experiment 1 is realized as a reference under a constant pore pressure of 5 MPa, Experiment 2 with an oscillating pore pressure at 5±2.5 MPa, and Experiment 3 under oscillating pore pressure at 5±0.5 MPa, both with a loading period of $T_p = 244$ s. Note that the three rock samples from a single Fontainebleau sandstone block failed at significantly different differential stresses, most likely due to heterogeneities within the block, but at similar deformation rates (Figure 1). In these experiments, the characteristic hydraulic diffusion time is $t_{hv} = \frac{L^2}{k \phi}$, where $L$ is the characteristic diffusion length (assumed equal to the sample’s length, i.e., 0.08 m), $\eta$ the fluid dynamic viscosity ($\eta = 1 \times 10^{-3}$ Pa s), $k$ the permeability (in square meters) and $K_s = \frac{K_p}{\phi}$ (in Pascals) is a poroelastic effective bulk modulus, where $K_p$ and $K_s$ are respectively the fluid ($K_f = 2 \times 10^9$ Pa) and solid matrix bulk moduli ($K_s = 40 \times 10^{10}$ Pa) and $\phi$ the porosity ($\phi = 0.07$). Because the permeability of our Fontainebleau sandstone is of the order of $k \sim 1 \times 10^{-16}$ m$^2$ (Bourbie & Zinszner, 1985; David et al., 2013), the characteristic diffusion timescale is of the order of a couple of seconds, that is, much lower than the pore pressure cycling period of $T_p = 244$ s. Hence, we can consider that at all times, the pore pressure is at equilibrium within the specimen.

3. Experimental Results: AEs

We present results from three experiments in which rock samples were loaded by the combined action of constant stress (creep), intended to simulate tectonic loading, and a constant or small sinusoidal pore pressure oscillation of various amplitudes, analogous to tides or seasonal loading. For each experiment, we record a catalog of AEs in order to investigate the correlation of pore pressure oscillations with acoustic activity. In addition, we provide insights on the temporal evolution of the correlation between pore pressure oscillations and acoustic activity prior to sample failure.

3.1. Correlation Between Pore Pressure Oscillations and AEs

We investigate the possible correlation between the occurrence of AEs and pore pressure oscillations, during the constant differential stress prior to brittle failure, when most of the AEs are recorded. We stack the AEs over a single pore pressure cycle with a period of $T_p = 244$ s for each experiment. As expected, AEs (gray) visually appear to occur randomly when stacked over $T_p$ in Experiment 1, where the pore pressure is maintained constant and equal to 5 MPa (red) (Figure 2a). In Experiments 2 and 3 (Figures 2b and 2c), where the pore pressure oscillates with a period of $T_p$ and amplitude of $5 \pm 2.5$ and $5 \pm 0.5$ MPa, respectively, the AEs occur significantly more when the pore pressure is decreasing (Figures 2b and 2c). We conclude that the pore pressure oscillation, even with a low amplitude, modulates AEs triggering prior to sample failure.

To statistically detect all potential periodic events, we perform a Schuster spectrum over the constant differential stress step of failure by computing a spectrum of Schuster $p$ values independently over a range of
**Figure 2.** Coherent mean over the differential stress step of brittle failure for (a) Experiment 1, (b) Experiment 2, and (c) Experiment 3 of AEs (gray) and pore pressure oscillations (red) over a stacked cycle of pore pressure oscillation. AE = acoustic emission.

Frequencies, including the pore pressure oscillation period (Ader & Avouac, 2013). The Schuster test determines a probability \( p \) value of the null hypothesis that the relative times of events can be achieved by a uniform random process assuming each sample is independent (Schuster, 1897). The Schuster \( p \) value is defined as

\[
p = e^{-L^2/N}
\]
Figure 3. Schuster spectrum computed for Acoustic Emission (AE) catalogs of (a) Experiment 1, where the pore pressure is constant at 5 MPa, and (b) Experiment 2 and (c) Experiment 3 where the pore pressure is a periodic function with period $T_p = 244$ s and amplitude of $5 \pm 2.5$ and $5 \pm 0.5$ MPa, respectively. Period $T$ is indicated in red and the expected Schuster probability value $p$ asserting the existence of a periodicity and its 99% confidence level. Note that size of symbols for each period tested is inversely proportional to the logarithm of Schuster $p$ value. For example, the larger the symbol, the higher the probability of an existing periodicity in the AEs catalog.
Figure 4. Time evolution of the correlation between Acoustic Emission (AE) events occurring during the differential stress step of failure and the pore pressure oscillations of pulsation $\omega=2\pi/T_p$, $T_p=244$ s, for Experiment 1 (a), Experiment 2 (b), and Experiment 3 (c). AEs rates are shown in blue. For both experiments with pore pressure oscillations, the correlation coefficient increases progressively during a few hours before rupture, with no significant increase of the AEs rate.

where $N$ is the number of AEs in a time interval duration $T$, and $L$ is the distance between the initial point to the final point of a random walk, which is defined as

$$L^2 = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} \cos(2\pi \frac{i}{T}) \right)^2 + \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sin(2\pi \frac{i}{T}) \right)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)
$t_i$ is the time of the $i$th AE event and $T$ is the period being considered. A small $p$ value indicates that the probability of a random process is low and that the distribution is nonuniform, which is interpreted as evidence of periodicity. A periodicity in the AEs catalog will have a significant probability not to be due to chance if its Schuster $p$ value is significantly lower than the expected value for a nonperiodic process (we choose the 99% confidence level as described by Ader & Avouac, 2013). By applying the Schuster test to AEs catalogs over a range of independent frequencies, the resulting Schuster spectrum can detect multiple periodicities, if any in the experiments, and help to identify the role of clustering effects in the catalog that might influence the correlation observed in Figure 2 between pore pressure oscillations and AEs occurrence (Ader & Avouac, 2013).

Figure 3 shows the results of the Schuster spectrum test for each experiment. The Schuster probability of the AEs catalogs is shown as a function of the period tested. For experiments 2 and 3, the pore pressure is a periodic function of period $T_p = 244$ s; the Schuster probability of observing the same periodicity in the AEs catalog exceeds the 99% confidence level. As expected, Experiment 1, where the pore pressure remains constant, shows no particular periodicity in the catalog of AEs.

From Figures 2 and 3, we conclude that when rock samples in brittle creep conditions experience pore pressure oscillations of period $T$, the AEs catalogs exhibit a statistically significant periodicity of same period $T$ and that AEs occur preferentially when the pore pressure is decreasing.

3.2. Temporal Evolution of the Correlation Between Pore Pressure Oscillations and AEs

In order to follow the time evolution of AEs and pore pressure oscillations over the failure step, we describe the time evolution of Fourier components at the pore pressure oscillation frequency. For a number $N$ of events occurring over a time step $[t, t + T_p]$, the correlation coefficient $S_{\omega}$ between pore pressure oscillations at a pulsation $\omega = \frac{2\pi}{T_p}$, where $T_p$ is the cyclic loading period, and AEs is given by

$$S_{\omega}(t) = \left( \sum_{j=1}^{N} \cos(\omega t_j) \right)^2 + \left( \sum_{j=1}^{N} \sin(\omega t_j) \right)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

Figure 4 shows the time evolution of $S_{\omega}$ and of the AEs rate during the differential stress step of failure for (a) Experiment 1 where $P_p = 5$ MPa, (b) Experiment 2 where $P_p = 5 \pm 2.5$ MPa and (c) Experiment 3 where $P_p = 5 \pm 0.5$ MPa. Note that we removed the few seconds prior to rupture from the AEs catalog prior in all experiments due to the extremely large number of events occurring in a very short period and, hence, artificially correlating with the pressure oscillations. There is no significant increase in the correlation coefficient in the hours prior to rupture for Experiment 1. For Experiments 2 and 3, $S_{\omega}$ increases progressively during the 10 and 4 hr prior to rupture, respectively, with no significant increase of the AEs rates. This suggests that dynamic triggering or modulation of AEs by low-amplitude periodic pore pressure increases as the rock approaches failure, that is, during the rupture nucleation phase.

4. Discussion

We conducted laboratory experiments on Fontainebleau sandstone under constant stress, with superimposed sinusoidal pore pressure perturbations. Our experimental results show that (1) AEs and pore pressure oscillations are correlated, with more AEs occurring when the pore pressure is decreasing, and (2) the correlation coefficient between AEs and pore pressure oscillations progressively increases in time as the rock approaches brittle failure.

4.1. AEs Occurrence Controlled by Sample Deformation

From Mohr-Coulomb theory, one should expect that AEs occur preferentially when the pore pressure is maximum, in direct contradiction with our observation. A possible explanation as to why AEs statistically occur preferentially when the pore pressure is low is that the AE rate is correlated with strain rate rather than the maximum of pore pressure. The correlation between AE rate and strain rate has been ubiquitously observed during creep experiments on brittle rock (Brantut et al., 2013).

The macroscopic strain rate $\dot{\epsilon}$ within samples in Experiments 2 and 3 is the combination of an inelastic creep strain rate $\dot{\epsilon}_c$ term, due to subcritical microcrack propagation, and a poroelastic strain rate term $\dot{\epsilon}_p$ as $\dot{\epsilon}_r = \dot{\epsilon}_c + \dot{\epsilon}_p$. Strain rates $\dot{\epsilon}$ estimated from the axial strain curves (Figure 1) are typically of the order...
of magnitude of $10^{-8}$ s$^{-1}$ (supporting information Figure S2) during the last creep stage prior to sample failure. The poroelastic strain rate can be estimated as well, from the following relation $\dot{\varepsilon}_p = -\Delta P/\Delta TK$, where $K$ is the bulk modulus of the rock sample, $\Delta P$ is the pore pressure perturbation, and $\Delta T$ is the period of oscillation. With pore pressure perturbations of $\pm 2.5$ and $\pm 0.5$ MPa over a 240-s period, $\dot{\varepsilon}_p$ is larger in amplitude than $\dot{\varepsilon}_p$ (using a typical bulk modulus of $K \sim 30$ GPa). In consequence, the macroscopic strain rate is negative when the pore pressure increases (poro-elastic unloading) and becomes positive only when the pore pressure starts decreasing. As a consequence, we observe more AEs when pore pressure decreases (Figure 2).

4.2. Relevance for Natural Earthquakes

The Earth’s lithosphere constantly undergoes deformation induced by tectonic and nontectonic sources (redistribution in continental hydrology, oceanic or solid Earth tides, thermal forcing, etc.). Deformation occurs at timescales from subannual to millennial, with spatial scales ranging from a few kilometers to thousands of kilometers, and produces measurable geodetic signals. When regional deformation rates are small, possibly in plate interiors, where they are often close to the measurement precision, or in plate boundary regions during interseismic loading, both slow tectonic deformation and nontectonic sources can control the regional earthquakes rate. Our experimental creep conditions, where the sample is placed under creep deformation modulated or not by pore pressure oscillations, are analogous to a slowly deforming Earth’s crust, possibly responding to periodic small nontectonic loading. Results from our experiments may give insights on the mechanisms modulating earthquakes, for which AEs are a proxy.

Ide (2013) showed that relative plate velocity in subduction zones, that is, the amount of deformation at plate boundaries, correlates with the occurrence of earthquakes in the region. This is coherent with observation (1) and the associated creep deformation model, where AEs are correlated with decreasing pore pressure, for example, with maximum deformation rate of the sample. Observation (2) suggests that the correlation of small stress perturbations and AEs increases with time as the rock approaches failure. This observation supports larger-scale observations of the increase in correlation between the earthquakes and tidal loading over a 10-year period prior to the Sumatra megathrust earthquakes of 26 December 2004 ($M_w 9.0$), 28 March 2005 ($M_w 8.6$), and 12 September 2007 ($M_w 8.5$; Tanaka, 2010) and the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake ($M_w 9.1$; Tanaka, 2012). This suggests the statistical observation of modulation of earthquakes by periodic forcing could possibly provide useful information on the state of stress of a fault.

5. Conclusions

We presented results from creep experiments on Fontainebleau sandstone with periodic modulation of the sample pore pressure with different amplitudes. Our experiments suggest that transient stress perturbations play an important role in the modulation of AEs prior to rock failure in brittle creep experiments. Particularly, we show that pore pressure and AEs are correlated with the sample deformation rate and that the correlation coefficient between AEs and pore pressure oscillations progressively increases with time as the rock approaches failure.

The experimental results presented agree with observations at a larger scale, with earthquake rates correlating with deformation rates at plate boundaries (Ide, 2013), periodic modulation of earthquakes due to deformation induced by tidal or hydrological loading (Craig et al., 2017; Métivier et al., 2009), or increase in earthquakes-tidal loading correlation prior to large seismic events (Tanaka, 2010, 2012).

Further experiments will be needed to quantitatively investigate the relative contributions of the amplitude and frequency of the stress perturbation versus that of the driving force (strain rate).
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